to be submitted to J. Opt. Soc. Am. B For a typical NRZ pulse propagating in existing normally dispersive bers, we provide a uniform description of the optical transmission. There are three distinct regimes of the governing nonlinear Schr odinger equation: the fully nonlinear dispersive regime (ND), which covers a small region of the pulse; and two limiting asymptotic regimes -nonlinear, weakly dispersive (ZD) (for the bulk of the pulse), and linear dispersive (LD) (for the tails). For prediction of pulse degradation, the asymptotic regimes admit accurate, simpli ed models for both nonlinear dispersive pulse spreading and the onset of optical shocks and oscillations at the fronts.
INTRODUCTION
The practical implementation of the nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) modulation format for long-haul optical ber communications has led recently to signi cant advances in systems performance 1 . The primary reasons for such strides in performance have been a result of two innovations: low-dispersion ber and more recently, dispersionmanagement techniques. Both methods enhance performance by overcoming penalties due to the linear dispersion. However, the nonlinearity interacting with the residual dispersion ultimately imposes a limit on the maximum bit rate and propagation distance for a given NRZ bit stream. In this paper, we consider performance degredation in normally dispersive bers by demonstrating that a NRZ pulse can be characterized by dispersive spreading, shock formation, and oscillatory behavior on the fronts. These e ects combined are driven by the interaction of the nonlinearity with dispersion and are fundamental in determining systems performance.
Theoretical studies of NRZ pulse propagation and degradation were rst considered by Marcuse 2 . In particular, Marcuse proposed to study the NRZ evolution by resolving the pulse's center-of-mass and root-meansquare width at the expense of information concerning the pulse shape itself 2 . This allowed Marcuse to approximate the distance a pulse can propagate in the ber without signi cant distortion. More recent theoretical work by Kodama and Wabnitz 3 retains information concerning the pulse shape. However, their analysis holds only in the limited case for which the pulse evolution satis es the semi-classical limit approximation of the underlying nonlinear Schr odinger equation (NLS) . For the initial conditions they consider, i.e. a piecewise constant initial square wave pulse, they can solve the resulting semi-classical equations explicitly by relating it to the well-known dam-breaking problem. Their conclusions concerning the pulse degradation are twofold:
either it begins from the vanishing of the piecewise step of the inititial conditions or it arises from an imposed initial phase-chirp. Both of these e ects lead to dispersive spreading and oscillations on the fronts which are responsible for the pulse degradation.
Forest and McLaughlin 4 have recently extended the results of Kodama and Wabnitz 3 by considering the more physically realistic smooth initial conditions originally proposed by Marcuse 2 . Speci cally, they consider superGaussian initial conditions; thereby gaining resolution of the leading and trailing edge of the pulse shape. In so doing, they nd that in the semi-classical limit the onset of pulse degradation (oscillations and wavebreaking) is intimately related to the initial pulse shape. In particular, the location of the steepest part of the pulse (leading or trailing edge) determines the distance at which wavebreaking and oscillations develop along the pulse edge 4 . This source of degradation is unresolved by the piecewise continuous initial conditions 3 .
In this paper, we address another level of detail with regard to the onset of pulse degradation, and the subsequent development of oscillations at the pulse edges. We begin by noting that both Kodama and Wabnitz 3 and Forest and McLaughlin 4 assume that the semi-classical approximation applies uniformly across the pulse and during the entire propagation. Here we show that the evolution of the pulse cannot be described by the semiclassical theory uniformly over the pulse pro le. Rather, for physically reasonable pulses and existing bers, the location of steepest gradient may reside in one of three possible NLS regimes: the fully nonlinear regime (nonlinearity and dispersion balance), the semi-classical regime (the small dispersion limit applies), or the linear regime (dispersion dominates nonlinearity). The determination of which regime applies at any location and time depends entirely on the form of the pulse as it evolves. Here, we consider the phenomena associated with each of these regimes. In particular, we make use of asymp-totic methods in order to describe the evolution of each regime. The analytic predictions are veri ed with numerical simulations of physically realizable communications systems. We show that the characteristic feature of degradation involves not only dispersive spreading, but wavebreaking and oscillatory behavior as well.
The paper is outlined as follows: Sec. 2 presents the governing equations and introduces the semi-classical scaling which is applicable for the low-dispersion ber, Sec. 3 discusses the use of high-frequency asymptotics (WKB theory) to derive a reduced system of equations describing the evolution, In Sec. 4 we discuss the three characteristic limits of the evolution, Analytic results are demostrated in the numerical simulations of Sec. 5, and we nish the paper with concluding remarks in Sec. 6. 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
where t is the physical time in the rest frame of the pulse and z is the propagation distance. The chromatic dispersion coe cient (k 00 > 0) is in the normal regime, and = 2 n 2 = 0 A e is the ber nonlinearity coe cient where n 2 measures the strength of the nonlinear index of refraction, 0 =1.55 m is the free space wavelength of the optical communications systems considered, and A e is the ber cross-sectional area. We note that we have ignored the rapid uctuations of the gain and loss since the scalings are within the guiding-center limit for which the uctuations are replaced by their average 5 . In order to consider the semi-classical (or small dispersion) limit of the governing NLS explicitly, we nondimensionalize Eq. (1) 3;4;6;7 by letting U = Q= p P 0 , Z = z=Z T , and T = t=T 0 where P 0 is the peak power of the initial pulse, Z T is the total transmission length, and T 0 = Z T p P 0 k 00 . Setting = ( P 0 Z T ) ?1 > 0, the equation for U(T; Z) then becomes i @U @Z ?
which is the dispersionless-limit of the NLS equation. The scalings introduced for the NLS equation are selected in order to elucidate the mathematical techniques and results of the semi{classical limit of the NLS equation 8 for which 1. In particular, the semi{ classical theory assumes a rapidly varying phase by taking the WKB 9 initial condition of the form U(T; 0) = A(T; 0) exp(iS(T; 0)= ). Two independent conditions must be satis ed in order to justify using this semi{ classical description:
1 and the initial pulsewidth T pls must be the same size as T 0 (see 4]). These two conditions are su cient to justify use of the semi-classical approximation to Eq. (2) provided a third condition is met: namely that each of U Z ; U T T , and jUj 2 U are O (1) with respect to . By monitoring these conditions in the calculations that follow, we nd that the third condition does not necessarily hold uniformly accross the temporal structure of pulse. Speci cally, it is the break down of the third condition which leads us to a theoretical description of the pulse propragation in three parts: a fully nonlinear regime, the semi{classical regime, and a linear dispersive regime. We note that for recent numerical and experimental studies, as well as existing NRZ communication systems, the rst two conditions are met: is small (ranging from 0.03 to 0.5), and the initial pulse width, T pls , is of the same order as T 0 (ranging from 1.3 { 13 T 0 ) 3;4 . This suggests that semi{classical asymptotics can be used to describe the pulse evolution 3;4;6{8;10 in regions where the third condition is upheld.
SEMI-CLASSICAL LIMIT
In essence, the semi{classical theory is simply WKB theory 9 for nonlinear waves of NLS. We can apply this theory since for 1, the leading order behavior of Eq. (2) is simply given by i U Z + jUj 2 U = 0 whose solution is U(Z; T) = U(0; T) exp(ijU(0; T)j 2 Z= ) which has the rapidly varying phase expected of WKB-type problems 9 . Thus the semi{classical analysis begins with an amplitude{phase decomposition:
so that Eq. (2) 
If the semi-classical approximation is valid, then the full governing Eq. (2) can be replaced by the simpler hyperbolic system given by Eq. (5), and the analysis car-ried out for di erent classes of initial data 3;4 can be applied. Kodama and Wabnitz 3 compare numerical solutions of the reduced Eq. (5) with simulations of Eq. (2) and shown them to be in good agreement. Before proceeding further however, we explore the third condition discussed in the preceeding section;
namely, that U Z ; U T T , and jUj 2 U are O(1) with respect to . In particular, this condition in conjunction with Eq. (4) gives rise to the following constraint on the amplitude (and its derivatives) alone:
This condition is easily applied to the special family of super-Gaussian initial pulses
with w = T pls =2T 0 and where T pls is the FWHM pulse width. Equation (6) at Z = 0 gives n 2w 2 1 ? n + n T w n T w n?2 exp 2 T w n 1 : (8) This condition is clearly violated for T large, i.e. in the tail of the pulse. So while the equation is certainly in the semi{classical regime, the physically realizable initial conditions most often proposed for NRZ transmission are not uniformly consistent with the semi{classical limit. In fact, the evolution of the tail of the pulse is accurately described by the linear Schr odinger equation, as the cubic nonlinearity is negligible at small amplitudes.
CHARACTERISTIC LIMITS
The last section illustrates the important fact that although the governing equation (2) is in the semi{classical limit, the given initial pulse pro le does not evolve uniformly according to the semi-classical equations (5). More precisely, physically relevant super{Gaussian initial conditions have three distinct regions: one consistent with the nonlinear semi{classical asymptotics (Eq. (5) describing the bulk of the pulse), one characterized as linear and strongly dispersive (describing the tail of the pulse), and a very small \overlap region" in which the dispersion and nonlinearity are of the same order of magnitude and the evolution cannont be simpli ed from the governing NLS Eq. (2). By separating the pulse evolution into three regions, appropriate simpli ed model descriptions can be used to predict the observed numerical phenomena in each asymptotic region. This motivates us to characterize the pulse evolution as three distinct regions. Thus we de ne the characteristic times T`and T r which are given by:
These characteristic times act as boundaries between the three regions of distinctive propagation.
A. Zero Dispersive (ZD): jTj < TÌ n the ZD region, one can use the semi{classical approach of the last section in conjunction with the theory of 2 2 hyperbolic systems to describe the evolution of the pulse amplitude and phase. In this case, the Riemann invariant evolution Eq. (5) is valid 3 . An important feature of these equations is their susceptibility to \shock formation", i.e. the formation at some xed distance Z b of an in nite derivative in one or both of (T; Z), (T; Z) (or equivalently A(T; Z) and S(T; Z)). For real initial data, i.e. S(T; 0) = 0, one can prove 4 that a shock must form and provide a \capture window", that is, upper and lower bounds on the distance propagated through the ber before shock formation. For the special family of super{Gaussian pulses described above, the capture window is 4 : (11) Note that this capture window scales with the pulse width T pls , the square root of the nonlinear length ( P 0 ) ?1 , and the inverse square root of the ber dispersion k 00 .
Physically, the analytic predictions are manifest in the pulse propagation by the occurance of shocking and wavebreaking phenomena 7 , i.e. a sharpening of the pulse fronts is observed followed by the onset of oscillatory behavior. This behavior has been observed both experimentally 7 and numerically 8;10 and is the central concern of this paper. Speci cally, the shocking and wavebreaking dynamics can lead to serious degradation in the pulse pro le and thus induce errors in transmission.
B. Linear Dispersive (LD): Tr < jTj
As pointed out earlier, it is possible in the tails of a given super-Gaussian pulse shape to violate the required conditions for the semi{classical limit given by Eq. (8). This is easily seen by simply considering the small-amplitude limit of Eq. (2). In particular, for very small amplitudes the governing evolution equation is dominated by linear dispersive spreading since the leading order governing equation is simply:
Here we have neglected the nonlinear terms since they are negligeble in the small amplitude limit. Thus the tails of the pulse evolve in a completely linear fashion with dispersive spreading dominating all other e ects. In this regime, we do not expect any kind of wavebreaking or oscillatory phenomena as predicted in the ZD limit.
C. Nonlinear Dispersive (ND): T`< jTj < Tr
The nal parameter range of interest is the overlap region between linear and nonlinear propagation described by the LD and ZD limits respectively. In this limit, U = u so that i @u @Z ? 1 2 @ 2 u @T 2 + juj 2 u = 0:
and the nonlinear self-phase modulation term balances the linear chromatic dispersion. Since we are not considering initial conditions which are solitons (bright or dark), we must solve this regime numerically. We recall that this regime is only a \patching" region which takes the initial data continuously from the ZD to the LD limits. As such, very little analytically can be said concerning this region.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Shock formation in the reduced modulation equations 4 given by Eq. (5) is indicative of the onset of oscillations in the full governing NLS Eq. (2). Thus the capture window described above in the ZD limit predicts the onset of an oscillatory structure in the pulse propagation. Given these analytical predictions, which are rigorous as ! 0, it is remarkable that such oscillations are not seen to develop in super{Gaussian pulses with n large (n = 10) in Eq. (7) launched in TAT12-13 or TCP5 communications lines (see Fig. 1 ). To resolve this apparent contradiction, we simply note that the parameter values used in Fig. 1 to describe the TAT12-13 and TPC5 transmission lines are D=-0.2 ps/km-nm, P 0 =4 mW, A ef f = 50 m 2 , n 2 =2.6 10 ?20 m 2 /W, Z T = 500 km, and T pls =200 ps which give = 0:584. Thus since is no longer very small and propagation occurs for only 500 km, the theoretical predictions no longer strictly hold. However, if is reduced su ciently, we expect the theory to be valid. In the 5 Gb/s transmission line of Marcuse 2 , D= -0.05 ps/km-nm, P 0 =1 mW, A ef f =40 m 2 , n 2 =3.2 10 ?20 m 2 /W, Z T =10,000 km, and T pls =200 ps so that the parameter = 0:031. Thus, we expect the evolution to possibly fall within the semi{classical description. Indeed, we do see a shock form with superGaussian (Eq. (7 with n = 10) initial conditions (see Fig. 2 ). However, the shock generated in the hyperbolic system forms on the \tail" of the pulse slope, i.e. at small O(10 ?3 ) amplitude, where (as discussed above) the rst term on the right hand side of Eq. (4) is the dominant term.
A qualitative description of the evolution is as follows: because of the rapid (i.e. super{Gaussian) decay of the amplitude, the rst term on the right hand side of (4) is extremely large (larger than (2 ) ?1 ) for T > T r . Therefore, the phase S(T; Z) is strongly driven by equation (4a) for T > T r , even at small distances Z down the ber. As a consequence, for any Z > 0 the phase of the tail is signi cantly decreased and the leading and trailing tails of the pulse develop a \chirp". This strongly dispersive evolution of the tail of the pulse does indeed act to control the steepest gradient of the pulse, and hence suppress shock formation. Thus the shock location evolves into the linear, non-semi{classical LD regime. Note however, that the linear shock formation occurs in the nonlinear \capture window" (:067 < Z b < :235).
In contrast, the hyperbolic system of Eq. (5) with super{Gaussian initial data must necessarily develop a shock. This nonlinear shock phenomena predicted by the semi{classical theory 3;4 can be observed by evolving a Gaussian pulse (n = 2) in the with the same parameter values as given above (see Fig. 3 ). As before, signi cant pulse deformation occurs but now the onset of a nonlinear oscillatory structure is observed for amplitudes U O(1). Note that the onset of oscillations occurs within the predicted capture window (:383 < Z b < :894).
Thus depending on the initial condition (n = 10 or n = 2), the observed nonlinear evolution and shocking properties can be markedly di erent; demonstrating the important role that initial conditions play in the nonlinear evolution.
Although the numerical results of Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate the predicted nonlinear dispersive spreading, shocking, and wavebreaking behavior, none of the e ects is tremendously large in the 5 Gb/s system. This is precisely why the 5 GB/s transmission is relatively feasable technologically. However, when upgrading to higher bit-rate systems, the nonlinear e ects are much more pronounced; making it di cult to upgrade beyond the 5 Gb/s bit-rate without severe degradation. In particular, in Fig. 4 we consider an upgraded system similar to Figs. 2 and 3 but with a data bit-rate of 10 Gb/s. It is clear from this upgrade that the performance will be greatly reduced. We note that both the pulse spreading and onset of oscillations is much more severe than the 5 Gb/s. It is this behavior which has both limited upgrades in low-dispersion ber and forced researchers to move to the alternative, dispersion-management methods to overcome the e ects of nonlinearity. Speci cally, we note that over 10,000 km, the nonlinear pulse spreading has caused the initial super-Gaussian pulse to disperse to approximately thirty times its original pulse width: making it unacceptable for practical implementation. Again, due to the sharp gradient of the superGaussian, the shock formation is suppressed and moved into the LD regime just as in the 5 GB/s system. Similar behavior to Fig. 4 is observed with a regular Gaussian initial pulse. However, just as in Fig. 2 and 3 , the shock and oscillation development are much more pronounced in this regime since the gradients are not as steep and wavebreaking occurs for U O(1). But just as before the nonlinear dispersive spreading dominates the pulse degradation with the shocking and onset of oscillations occuring at the front regions.
Finally, we point out that the theory in Ref. 4 ] can be trivially modi ed to include non-zero, initial chirp S(T; 0). The predicted shock \capture window" for S(T; 0) > 0 occurs earlier, whereas for S(T; 0) < 0 the shocking is delayed. The shock time predictions are in good agreement with numerical simulation and have been demonstrated previously by Kodama and Wabnitz 11 . Here we simply point out that the e ects of pre-chirped evolution can be signi cant. In particular, the oscillatory structure at wavebreaking can be greatly pronounced. We show this behavior in Fig. 5 for which we simply simulate propagation of a Gaussian pulse in the above 10 GB/s system with an initial chirp (S(T; 0) = (T=w) 2 ) in Eq. (3). Note the large, O(1) oscillations that develop in the pulse structure which are very pernicious for communications purposes. We point this initial phase-chirp dynamics out for two reasons: rst, the analytic theory does an excellent job in predicting this behavior, and second, care must be taken when considering dispersion management techniques (which induces strong quadratic chirp 12 ) using very low-dispersion and normal optical bers. Certainly, the structures observed are undesirable for any practical implementation of the system. Thus maintaining chirp-free NRZ propagation (or nearly so) can overcome the rather strong optical shocking e ects.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the simulations presented here for realistic communications systems demonstrate that the nonlinear pulse evolution is beyond the strict semi{classical limit analysis proposed previously 3;4 . In fact, we have identied two regimes in addition to the semi{classical limit: one in which linearity dominates the evolution and a second in which nonlinearity and dispersion are of the same order of magnitude. So although the governing NLS may be in the semi{classical regime, the initial data may not strictly fall within the semi{classical description. Thus a variety of phenomena can be observed: including simple pulse spreading (Fig. 1) , linear shocking and spreading (Fig. 2) , and nonlinear shocking and spreading (Fig. 3) . And as attempts are made to enhance systems performance, i.e. increase bit rate transmission, the pulse evolution falls further into the semi{classical description, i.e. is smaller, so that stronger shocking phenomena (both linear and nonlinear) are expected and the nonlinear spreading is greatly enhanced. The resulting pulse deformations impose fundamental limits on the bit-rate transmission in normally dispersive bers.
In addition to demonstrating the phenomena numerically, we have outlined the theoretical principles under which the predictions are made. Speci cally, the evolution the the three characteristic regions of a given pulse are governed by either the linear Schr odinger equation, the nonlinear Schr odinger equation, or a pair of coupled, nonlinear hyperbolic equations (Eq. (5) which is in Riemann invariant form). The most interesting of these is the coupled system which predicts the onset of shocks and oscillatory behavior near the fronts; phenomena which is not readily apparent from the governing nonlinear Schr odinger equation. Although this phenomena does not dominate the transmission performance (in contrast with the nonlinear spreading), it does reveal a fundamental aspect of propagation in low-dispersion (normal) optical bers. And when considering chirped pulse NRZ propagation, this phenomena can lead to signi cant oscillations and degradation.
31, 1761-1762 (1995) . Fig. 1 . Simulation of TAT12-13 and TCP5 link with ZT =500 km, P0=4 mW, and t0 = 200 ps so that = 0:5840. We note that because O(1) and the total distance is only 500 km, no wavebreaking and oscillatory phenomena are observed. 
